KENSEI

Kensei all aspire to be living incarnations of Bushido, the Samurai “way of the warrior”. Masters of the martial arts, ready to die for their Emperor and for their fellow Samurai, Kensei all fight with the nodachi. That deadly blade is a longer version of the classic katana which they use to cleave their enemies in a few elegant and powerful strikes. They strive for perfection, never expecting to reach it.
MENPŌ (SAMURAI MASK)

Constructed from iron or leather, the menpō is a specific type of Samurai mask that covers the face from the nose down to the chin. The Kensei's menpō is red with a lacquered finish and features a moustache, a soul patch and fierce teeth.
NODACHI
The nodachi is a longer version of the classic katana. The single-edge curved blade should be around 3 “shaku” long (90 cm/2ft 11 in) while the length of the “tsuka” (hilt) varies between 11 and 12 inches (30 to 33 cm).
THANK YOU

Thank you Warrior! We hope you found this cosplay reference guide useful. Please share your creation with us on Facebook and Twitter using the #ForHonor hashtag.